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ON THE RECENT EXTINCTION EVENT
Corinna Schulenburg

66 million years ago, a moon
crashed into us at a party, and we
found ourselves overcome entirely,
shedding great beasts like clothes.
Crater and ash-bloom, a sky
like all the curtains drawn, a wail
like she won’t ever come back, a time
of ice clawing back the green.
Scrambled compass, I set off
for the Western-ish horizon, found it
spent as cigarettes, as shattered windows,
and all the pharmacies sacked,
all the placebos sucked dry
of any kind of belief. My faith grew small
and warm-blooded, hiding in the deep caves,
waiting for the sun to knock again.
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Or I could say it like this:
every great loss is a minor extinction,
a pulling over of glaciers, a piecing together
of bones from a disappeared world.
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MY SISTER COUNSELS ME
Cecil Morris

My sister says I need a new doctor.
She says my doctor’s a quack, a charlatan,
a placebo at best. She says the moon
is not a pill I can swallow by howling
into the night sky like an arrhythmic
reject from the male menopause drum circle.
It will not awaken my sleeping wolf
or call back the wife who left when the kids
were gone to college, who found someone else.
She says letting my hair grow will not make
me Samson or Brad Pitt or young and please
no ponytail or man bun. Just say no
to skinny jeans. Listen, she says, listen:
crying for a wife gone is not a sign
of weakness or clinical depression.
This loss does not make me a latter-day Job
cursed by a gambling God. She says adopt
a sensible hobby. Learn to cook.
Take up hiking. Enjoy these western woods,
their trees, their birds. See how they’ve come back
after those awful fires. I think but don’t
say out loud that my sister wears me out.
And I like to howl. And I love the moon.
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I SMELL THE BLOOD
Al Shapiro

ALL summer, the wives rotate and orbit houses, the landing.
Mrs. Conan hosts, then us, then Mrs. Evers. Mrs. Conan. Us. Mrs.
Evers, who worries about her husband like his getting burned
alive is the great purpose of her life, a someday trip she can’t stop
planning around.
The wives are certain I’m good luck. It might be true—my
mother wins bridge most often when I attend—but if I’m a charm,
it’s only for others, as I myself am always tripping over things.
Tommy Evers doesn’t care. He isn’t bothered when the ladies ask
how everything will go and I pause before saying, “Well.” He has
his own fears. Gossip is coarse, so I don’t tell my mother that Mrs.
Evers will favor long sleeves and high collars in the days before the
launch, when stress is highest in these hot, rented homes. Instead, I
tell her who will draw an ace.
On the anointed day at the appointed hour, Tommy leans on the
western side of his house. The sun melts down the trees, his face,
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the lighter. He doesn’t say hello. When he is like this, I know he is
thinking about the mice, but, “You’re going to miss it.”
“I am self-soothing. It’s a placebo. Or whatever,” he says
between drags. I don’t correct him. Dr. Evers is the behavioral
scientist. “Did they send you to sweet-talk me?”
Over weekends, Dr. Evers kept the lab mice–Fee, Fi, Fo, Fum–
and Tommy fed them. When Tommy said what he said once about
his father, that sometimes he thinks something horrible will happen
and sometimes he just wishes it would, I was ladylike. I tried to
imagine stepping past the clouds, drifting so far my tether snapped,
and I said it would be lonely, being injured up there, friendless,
unbound. That our fathers would feel very small. That maybe we
didn’t understand. Tommy hated me then. He doesn’t know what I
do. When we see our fathers again, they will have even less to say
to us.
“We should watch,” I say.
“Are you happy?” he asks, not waiting for my answer. “I’m not.
I almost never am.”
My mother calls. I can feel the pull of her searching. In five
minutes, our fathers will leave their footprints on the moon. They
will be the last to do so for a long, long time, and the difficult
descent will justify this abandonment. The men will sweat and the
comms will stutter and Fee, Fi, Fo, and Fum will burn. I can smell
them. It is so hard to leave, and so hard to return.
“Wait.” Tommy grabs me, nearly touching the cigarette to my
arm. For the first time, I meet his eyes, and they are hurt, ferocious.
“You have hunches. Lay it on me. Are they going to die?” He
doesn’t mean our fathers.
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The ladies need me inside. For luck. But now I see that we will
stay in the sun. I will take Tommy’s hand, and I will give him this
small, terrible truth. Someday only gravity will hold us.
“Yes.”
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AN ARKANSAS MAN CAN ONLY BE REINCARNATED

Christian Chase Garner

as a fistful of creek water, the buttery flake
of a birch tree, or if he’s lucky it will be
the slow, campfire-lit drawl of a name—maybe
Rutherford, some word that can only be said
through gritted teeth and wintergreen tobacco
leaves and the nestled faith of a new moon. Never
the grapefruit tang of a Sauvignon Blanc, never
quiet, Marion Robert Morrison from Winterset,
call him John Wayne or Rutherford or my brother
whose Western ended in his sleep, whose fire
was much too silent, as is the kindling’s job
to speak. The man is just a placebo, an orange-red
glow to shine upon kin who hold his gritted teeth
as their own. Let him be two scoops of lime sherbet,
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the crispness of a black peppercorn, mortar-and-pestled
like dew of the stars, the feet of a poem, the end
of a bloodline.
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BORN OF THE MOON
Judith Powell
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WERE-RALPH
Sarah Reichert

Ralph had been taking the pills
for four weeks now and was convinced
the back-alley med student
had given him the real deal
no Placebo could have grown
the sharply curved nails
the canines that now dug into
his bottom lip
brought on the snarling,
ferocious, at the smell of raw meat
and the urge to run
naked and wild
across the Western plains
along the horizon of waving grass
and towering pines
eyes wide and sharp
for the lesser prey
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thirst hit deep in his throat
and was not satiated by the water
or the pill
only the Moon,
at its fullest in a day,
would tell the truth
of the transformation.
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TREE-CRADLED MOON
Karen George
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HANAFUDA
Nick Lang

Grandma hands me a hanafuda card:
Pearly moon over charcoal horizon.
She preened her wings and flew to Springfield,
An eastern crane to a western pigeon,
To give me a relic of Tokyo.
At six my fingers grasp tightly,
Protecting the paper like a smartphone.
I do not ask her why the moon here,
Hidden behind pines and smog,
Does not resemble the perfect circle,
Painted in the center of the rectangle.
Instead, I keep the card under my pillow,
Protected from the dusty air,
And unsheathe it at dusk.
I raise it above my face,
In the emptiness of my backyard,
To gaze at the sky with the scintillating pearl.
This must be placebo,
To think we live under a moon,
Who shines on us like hanafuda,
Pristine and pure.
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SPACE FATHER
Benny Cauthen

When I was five, my dad told me
that the moon was made of milk,
and I believed him.
He was leaving on a rocket,
said he would bring me back a jarful
for pouring over my cereal breakfasts.
For years he didn’t return,
and that was my placebo: to imagine him
blasting off against the fiery western wind
and meeting his maker in the dark
grave of outer space. A fallen cosmic sailor,
his ship sunken in my childhood memory—
adrift like a Cheerio in the shallow milk sea.
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MOON QUEEN WITH SMUDGED FACE
Christine Stoddard
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LEAVE NO TRACE
Sloane French

What is the truth of unremembered things?
– Czeslaw Milosz, The Separate Notebooks

THE Utah Division of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
announced today that on November 27, 2020, ten days after a metal
monolith was found in a remote area near Canyonlands National
Park, it was removed as illegally as it had been placed. Three
environmental activists––Andy Lewis, Sylvan Christensen, and
Homer Manson––cut down the metal monolith and drove it to an
unspecified location.
“Why would I want to be reincarnated?” Andy asks Sylvan,
who is driving the three of them in a borrowed 2006 Econoline
away from Moab and towards Canyonlands National Park. Sylvan
flicks the turn signal and the van bumps off the highway and onto
an unpaved trail lit only by the rising full moon.
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“Because your next life could be way better,” Sylvan replies.
“How?” asks Andy. “There’s no way my life could get better
than this.” His life has been a farce for the last two months, since
Shannon left him for her new girlfriend and a job as a dealerdancer at the D Las Vegas casino.
Homer, in the back seat, is jolted awake by the change in road
surface. He groans and gets comfortable again, leaning his back
against the van door, pulling his sleeping bag over his shoulders,
his ponytail crushed against the cold window. It’s been a chilly
November. Homer has come to like the Econoline, a Ford E-350.
It’s big enough to carry the three of them, their wheelbarrows, and
the tools they’ll need to cut apart the metal monolith.
The men’s voices from the front seat grow hollow and dark, the
van squeaks as it bumps over the road, and Homer falls back into
his cowboy dream.
“You don’t have to come back as a person,” Sylvan says to
Andy. “You could come back as a turtle.” He turns on the wipers to
swipe off some dust. “Even a stone.”
“Doesn’t the world have enough stones?” asks Andy.
Fifteen minutes later, Sylvan is driving too fast up a hill. He
wants to get there. They all do. When they speed over the top, the
bottom of the van almost scrapes the ground. Shovels, saws, and
crowbars clank in the back. Dust rises behind them when Sylvan
hits the brakes and slows down, the moon casting shadows the
color of iron.
Homer wakes again and looks out the window. It’s like all
the Westerns he has ever seen. In the dark on either side, scrappy
bushes rise––four-wing saltbush, Mormon tea––stunted shapes in
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the wind, shrubs stubbornly growing in the rock and sand along
the rough road. He imagines John Wayne and Robert Mitchum
galloping towards them in the desert, their guns drawn, the barrels
gleaming as they ride past the van towards a gun fight under the
full moon.
º º º º º º
38°20’35.2”N 109°39’58.5”W
When the monolith’s location was posted on Reddit, people
found it as easily as finding the Eiffel Tower on a map of Paris. At
a height of 3 meters, 9 feet, 11 feet, or 12 feet, depending on your
source, the tall, three-sided metal object was singular and visible.
The bighorn sheep researchers who found it first flew over it in a
helicopter. They circled back, buzzed the object, and then landed to
see what this was: a metal monolith reaching for the sky at the back
of a box canyon. They laughed at themselves when they were slow
to approach it. This wasn’t 2001: A Space Odyssey. It also wasn’t
mystical, as some people said later, like a picture of Jesus burned
into a piece of toast.
The monolith was made of a smooth metal, probably stainless
steel. The bighorn sheep researchers banged on the monolith’s
surface, and it sounded hollow. They tried to rock it, but it had been
drilled and bolted deep into the canyon floor. They took selfies,
then flew back to BLM.
Back at the office, one of the men looked up the canyon on
Google Maps and determined the monolith had appeared there
about three years before. No one had ever discovered it before
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because it was too remote.
On the first day, it was word of mouth, locals driving out to see
the monolith near Spanish Valley. But even those 20 vehicles were
too much for the unpaved road and the vegetation, such as it was,
and the trucks and cars and four-wheelers and motorcycles scarred
the desert floor where they pulled off and parked, a 15-minute
walk from the canyon’s entrance. Some accounts described the
monolith’s location “at the dead end of a shallow rock ravine,” but
it was definitely in a box canyon. And there was no closer place to
park than this (soon well-worn) stretch of sand below the canyon’s
opening. Once you parked you had to walk the distance, or have
someone push you in your wheelchair, as you navigated the incline
across stone and hard-packed sand to get to the back of the canyon.
On Days #2 and #3, after the monolith hit the news, it became
a magnet for the offbeat and curious from everywhere. Conspiracy
theorists, New Age crystal-gazers, ley lines experts, alien
abductees, Bible-thumping Christians, garden-variety eccentrics,
Zen Buddhist monks, and a lone, schizophrenic hitchhiker arrived.
One guy drove all night from Humboldt County in California to
see if it was a sign from his father, a dead metallurgist who had
specialized in residential land art.
By Day #4, the discovery of the monolith and the mystery of its
provenance had started to be carried in national newspapers. Four
or five visitors an hour walked up to the monolith, rubbing away
the last of the living rime with their shoes. A woman and two bald
men sat cross-legged at the metal base chanting Om Mani Padme
Hum. Someone brought a singing bowl. At dusk, a Buddhist monk
made a ring of stones and started a small fire in it from scraps of
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trash and smoky piñon tree branches. As the fire sputtered and
smoked, he handed out skewers, chocolate, graham crackers,
and marshmallows. Everyone who wanted (and who wasn’t a
vegetarian) made s’mores. Late that night, eight people remained,
most of them strangers to each other, and they relied on flashlights
as they shared water, sandwiches, and popcorn. They fell asleep
in their sleeping bags and blankets looking up at a bowl of stars.
Those who woke in the morning with a sore back swore they felt
better as soon as they looked at the monolith––which seemed to
change color as tiny streaks of clouds shifted far away in the sky.
The BLM started enforcing a ban on night camping.
By Day #5, almost all the people who went near the 12-foot,
three-sided metal spear in the back of the box canyon told each
other they felt strangely energized. A man on his walker and his
patient wife trod slowly up the canyon. He wore a tie and a jacket,
and she wore a white sweater over a navy blue dress and leather
pumps, like they were going to church on Easter Sunday.
As soon as they got closer to the metal structure, he later said,
he “felt the vibrations.” As they drew even closer, his hands and
legs started to shake. He let go of the walker and made the last few
steps alone to the tall object. He put his hand on the monolith and
then jumped back like he had been shocked. One of the ley-line
experts swore she saw sparks arcing from the metal into his hand.
He closed his eyes and lowered his head for about ten seconds,
then with new, ramrod straight posture, at increasing speed, strode
around the structure.
“Good Lord!” he said to his wife as he stopped at the end of
his brief lap. The people who had been watching, raised their water
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bottles and cheered. A half-hour later, he left his walker behind and
walked with his wife back to their car. It was sheer coincidence
that that afternoon a reporter from Las Vegas Weekly was also
there. Her story of the man throwing away his walker went out the
evening of Day #6.
By Day #7, people were coming in droves to be cured. When
they were healed by touching the monolith, and every single one
of them was, they left behind their depression and despair, and
their props and prostheses. A woman threw away her glasses. A
man crawled the last eight feet from his wheelchair towards the
monolith, put his hands on it, and started speaking in tongues.
Later, he limped away under his own steam, and left his wheelchair
behind.
Word spread like lightning. For four days, from all over the
United States, the injured, the maimed, those suffering from long
COVID, people born with shriveled limbs, and those who were
deaf, dumb, blind, or haunted by voices, came to see if the metal
monolith’s strange vibrations could cure them, too. And it did.
Over those four miraculous days, several pairs of crutches and
canes were added to the walker at the foot of the monolith. A
second empty wheelchair was left as a double sign of the monolith’s
potency. People began murmuring that this was a miracle of God,
while others argued it was a sign of intelligent life from Outer
Space.
Someone started a makeshift altar not far from the monolith,
for all the flowers and photographs of the dead or the missing,
notes held down by dusty stones, prayers to Our Heavenly Father
and other heavenly beings. The altar filled quickly, albeit with some
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randomness: a novena candle with a prayer to the Sacred Heart of
Jesus; a pen inscribed with the name of a Moab hotel; an Indianhead penny; a child’s cloth hand puppet.
No one who came during those four mystical days ever saw the
monolith as the tall metal placebo it really was, more proof that a
sugar pill can create the effect of an aspirin. People kept coming,
limping, and coughing. They left, as a person, healed.
From an eco-activism perspective, explained Andy to several
members of the press later that week, the big problem wasn’t the
monolith’s placebo effect, because who can object to people being
cured or healed, however it works? It was the prints––hiking boots,
sneakers, dirt bikes, jeeps, and other vehicles pounding over the
forgotten, miniature lives of the desert. It was Sturgis in a box
canyon. All those footprints and wheel tracks were destroying the
lichens and algae growing in that ancient, living crust over the
rocks.
Andy, Sylvan, and Homer––friends from climbing and other
eco-activist exploits––also were exasperated by the trash that the
halt and the lame had left behind. Candy wrappers, fast food bags
filled with empty packets of sugar or salt, plastic straws, Styrofoam
cups, napkins, even a soiled diaper. On the way up to the monolith,
pilgrims (for it had become a pilgrimage) had also broken piñon
tree branches with their wheelchairs or backpacks. Bushy-tailed
wood rats still came out at dawn and nibbled the pine nuts. But the
ancient collectives of surface life were less resilient.
The best way to get people off the fragile desert ecosystem
altogether was to take away their reason for coming.
“We’re going in,” said Sylvan to the other two men.
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º º º º º º
On the night of Day #10, they begin.
They arrive and park the Econoline. Sylvan, Andy, and Homer
each take a wheelbarrow out of the van, drop in some tools, and
enter the box canyon where the monolith stands. Around them
red rocks rise out of nowhere, rocks that were under an ocean 300
million years ago that have become rusted ghosts in the desert. The
oval of light coming from Andy’s headlamp abruptly expands on
the canyon wall, then shrinks to a small, uneven circle in the sand
ahead, making shadows in the footprints left behind by strangers.
The wheelbarrows bump towards the discarded paraphernalia of
the ill. When they stop, they go to work quickly.
Directly below the monolith, Andy lays out the tools in a
straight line, like he’s going to perform surgery.
Sylvan knocks on the monolith like it’s a door. Homer puts
his ear against the monolith to see if he can hear anything. Just
the muffled thud when Sylvan knocks on it. Homer turns on his
headlamp and examines the stainless steel with his finger.
Finally, Homer and Sylvan put their shoulders against the metal
monolith, pushing back and forth on opposite sides until it (barely)
starts to wobble. Andy slips both crowbars under its base. Homer
and Sylvan keep rocking the monolith until it starts to pull away
from the desert floor, and Andy levers it up more. When it’s about
four inches out on one side, they start to saw away at the bolts
below the base. Then all three of them push against it until it starts
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to do a slow-motion fall, still bolted on one side. They get out of
its way before it comes all the way down and they see a plywood
armature at its core.
They take turns cutting up the whole into three-foot lengths,
then load the pieces and wheel them back to the car.
“Leave no trace!” shouts Homer.
That so many people found comfort in the monolith’s plywood
heart suggests this is a country that wants to be healed.
º º º º º º
By the end of May, the desert is recovering from the tourists’
desecrations. The lichen and algae have returned to primordial
cooperation and the piñon jay to sleep in its tree. Bighorn sheep
forage among the blackthorn.
It’s dead quiet when Andy drives to the canyon at dusk and
parks by the side of the road. He gets out, pulls on his sweatshirt,
and sits cross-legged on the hood of his car, watching a thumbnail
moon brighten. Far away, invisible galaxies spiral overhead, as
reliable as clocks. Soon, thousands of stars will be revealed and
arrange themselves into dippers, a belt, a bear, a broken chair. The
sky expands to hold all the stars in its chalice.
Andy sits on his car and listens for the long-ago neigh of
Western horses before he sees their forms galloping towards him,
their necks glistening as they pound past and through him on the
desert. A pure silence returns. Constellations rise like teeth in the
sky.
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BAJO LA WESTERN LUNA
Jackelyn Kuszel

When people say the West, what they mean is
The White. It’s okay; we can say it.
No one ever says the West imagining the paisanos of latino america.
It has always been the Western and the Eastern; the Occident, the Orient—
The rest, well, that big landmass, the south below the South,
Where the bossa nova lives and the laborers leave,
Only to all be dubbed mexican by the red-faced spittle spewers of
The West. I don’t know how that might feel. I think maybe by then
It doesn’t matter. I think there are probably other things to worry about.
Bodies that need clothing, bank accounts that need filling.
I think about how they will tell you coraje means
Courage but not mention it also means fury. Probably because
It doesn’t matter.
Borders are erased, up here in the West, where there’s only space for
The Border. It’s enough to share a language that the dialects don’t
Matter. So when the Spanish singer on stage said
Buenas Noches, Seattle, everyone cheered—
But still the cries were louder for every
Individual Latin country he named.
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I guess it had been a long time since we were
Specific. Porque todos somos los mismos under the Western moon.
That’s okay. I used to be afraid of being specific, as if
Remaining undefined meant being exotic, to be
Pinpointed would be to lose all the power I had
To control how I was seen. Oh, to shed my skin at will
For the convenience of my peers. I was wanted.
I was utilized. I was a museum shadow box,
A learning resource for the paler children, the ones
Who could finish the family tree assignment, find the names
Of their ancestors in books. As penance for my inability to do the same
I’d be asked what my family did for holidays
We didn’t celebrate. What is set upon our table to honor the
Dead? Why do we celebrate Carnival? I never
Missed the flash of irritation when I had
No answer. I wonder, what would I say now? Maybe I’d say,
Every latin holiday on earth is universal and celebrated
The exact same way. First, we beg Pixar to make a movie about it.
Then we ask ourselves: how best can we make space for the good godly
Westerners to feel included? To help them belong?
Maybe,
I wouldn’t say anything at all.
To be desirable. Wanted. Of course, that was only ever
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A placebo for whiteness.
Ay, mi gente olvidados—
Quiero ser tu paisano, de Guatemala a Colombia, a
Argentina y Peru. No somos los mismos, pero podemos ser
Iguales, Bajo la Western luna.
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A COWBOY
Alaura Vento

SOMETIMES I wished I was the Chinese goddess who

floated to the moon. The one Mom always told me about at
bedtime. She drank an elixir that made her immortal and floated to
the moon and was never allowed to return home again.
Like right now. I’d rather be anywhere than standing in the
pharmacy line at Walmart with Dad, trying to explain to him that I
only had one sugar pill left.
“I don’t know why it can’t wait,” Dad said for the third time.
We had been waiting for over twenty minutes and still had five
people in front of us. “You don’t need birth control anyway. You’re
too young for birth control.”
I stared at his cowboy boots. I hated those boots. He wore them
everywhere. They made him look like he was in one of those old
Western movies. I hated those old Western movies as much as I
hated his boots.
“You just don’t understand,” I said, still staring at his dumb
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boots.
Dad laughed and all I wanted to do was float to the moon.
Maybe I would find Mom there.
“I’m a cowboy. I know everything,” he said.
But he wasn’t a cowboy even if he wore cowboy boots and
flannel shirts and always said he was one. And he didn’t know
everything. He didn’t know I cried most nights until I was so
empty I couldn’t cry anymore or that sometimes I cut the inside of
my arm with the knife he gave me for Christmas. He didn’t know I
hated her because I loved her so much it hurt.
Or that I hated him sometimes. Like right now. His dumb
boots. His dumb laugh. His dump expressions.
“Mom would understand,” I said. I waited for him to say
something back. He always had something to say back. “Mom
would,” I said again to his boots.
“She only has one sugar pill left,” Dad said, and smiled at the
pharmacist like he was a cowboy. Like he knew.
Mom was a sugar pill, a placebo, the Chinese goddess who
floated to the moon. But not like the one in her stories. The elixir
Mom took didn’t make her immortal.
“Ice cream,” he said to me with a stupid grin. “I know this
great little spot off the beaten track.”
I tipped my imaginary cowboy hat at him like I used to when I
was little, and he tipped his back.
Dad was a cowboy with cowboy boots and flannel shirts and
dumb expressions. But not like the ones in those old Western
movies. He bought birth control pills and tampons and sang along
to my music with his own made-up lyrics as we drove to get ice
cream off the beaten track but much closer to home than the moon.
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SECOND STORY
Ashley Kirkland

The ceiling is broken
in the kitchen. I mean, good
and cracked, paint hanging
in large swaths like an orange rind
worked away from its fruit,
eggshell peeled away
from white flesh. My son worries
he’ll see the moon through
the crack, that lunar light will seep
in even though the old Cape has a second
story and, anyway, it’s just paint.
Sometimes, as I stand in the kitchen
watching paint peel off the ceiling,
taking my pills, I wonder whether
the ones for depression aren’t
actually placebos, and I wish
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I had a second story. Not a head
on top of my head kind of story,
but something else after this—another
job, another love, another—
The sun sinks under the horizon,
no longer visible from the western edge
of the front porch. My son calls in
through the screen door—he notices the moon.
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PLACEBO
Angela Sucich

My friend tells me she misses
the warmth of his body,
the only fire worth tending in the end.
They parted just as the world turned hermit.
Now she spends her nights moon-bathing
and not sleeping.
I gesture to the baby attached to my breast,
my own endless supply of oxytocin,
recall the time I’d dated a roommate
just to curl up next to him the way
a dog plops down beside a foot.
It had felt right until it didn’t.
I tell my friend yes, of course—we are pack
animals howling for warm fur and skin,
though the medical industry keeps coming up
with pills for that.
A placebo to soothe but not cure.
My friend states she doesn’t do Western medicine,
just herbs; says she’s finally in control
of her own body.
But I see in her face the same fuzzy look
my daughter gets before a nap,
a gentle fading, an indistinct longing,
and I want that gray ship to overtake me, too,
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the way elusive rest comes on after so much
one-on-one time with the moon.
Right then I want to take her home with me
so she can sleep, and so can I, or maybe
stay up and croon.
Instead, we hug our goodbyes, as if
that touch is enough.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Dr. Sambhu Nath Banerjee, PhD, is from Kolkata and has
a great passion for travelling, photography, and writing. His works
have been published in Cafe Dissensus, Muse India, Borderless,
and Briefly Zine.

Guilherme Bergamini is Brazilian and graduated with a
degree in journalism. For more than two decades, he has developed
projects with photography and the various narrative possibilities
that art offers. The works of the artist dialogue between memory
and social political criticism. He believes in photography as the
aesthetic potential and transforming agent of society. Awarded in
national and international competitions, Guilherme Bergamini
participated in collective exhibitions in 50 countries.

Benny Cauthen is an amateur poet who collects old books and
vinyl records. His inspiration is often the natural world around him
and the philosophical thoughts that clutter his mind.

Alison Cimmet is a professional actress living in Westchester,
New York, who has performed in numerous television shows,
feature films, and seven Broadway productions. During the
pandemic, her industry was devastated, so she tended to her soul
by leaning into another love—visual art. Her primary focus is
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mixed-media painted collage work, celebrating vibrant colors and
curious textures, and inviting the viewer to always look closer,
deeper. She uses a collection of curated papers, vintage ephemera
(like old sheet music and literature), and also prints a lot of her own
papers using a gelli/acrylic printing process. Final touches are done
with acrylics, markers, and gold leaf. Cimmet loves being a maker
and creator, and is a proud member of the Collective Art Studio
collaborative workspace in Dobbs Ferry, New York.

Sloane French is the pen name of a writer teaching at Colorado

State University. She has published flash fiction, non-fiction,
poetry, and reviews in Tricycle: The Buddhist Review, Parabola:
Myth, Tradition, and the Search for Meaning, May Day Magazine,
and Sun Dog, among other journals. The author of two books, she
has also authored and coauthored book chapters and essays about
prepper culture, experimental stories, social justice in Guatemala,
Wilhelm Reich, and aleatory writing techniques. She lives, paints,
and writes in co-housing in Fort Collins.

Christian Chase Garner is a poet and exceptionally amateur
baker from northwest Arkansas. His work has appeared in Stirring,
Sleet Magazine, and Mistake House Magazine, among others.

Karen George’s photographs appeared in the visual poetry
issue of Indianapolis Review, Dos Madres Press’ river anthology
Riparian, 3Elements Review, and on covers of the following books:
Time and Distance, Frame and Mount the Sky, and Touchstones.
She’s the author of three poetry collections from Dos Madres
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Press: Swim Your Way Back (2014), A Map and One Year (2018),
and Where Wind Tastes like Pears (2021). Her writing appears in
Adirondack Review, Valparaiso Poetry Review, Naugatuck River
Review, Salamander, Poet Lore, and I-70 Review.

Ashley Kirkland teaches high school English and writes poems
in Ohio, where she lives with her husband and sons. Her work can
be found here and also in 805 Lit + Art, Cordella Press, and others.
More work is forthcoming in Boats Against the Current.

Jackelyn Kuszel was born in New York to an Ecuadorian
immigrant mother. She earned her BA in English Literature at the
University of Washington Seattle in 2021.

Nick Lang currently studies biology at UMass Amherst’s Honors
College. He grew up in a small town in western Massachusetts
and worked as an editor and contributor for his high school’s
newspaper. He began writing poetry and fiction as a teenager and
has fallen in love with writing ever since.

Cecil Morris, recently retired from teaching in California, uses
his spare time to write and read poetry. He has published a handful
of poems in Cobalt Review, The Ekphrastic Review, The Hiram
Review, Poem, The Midwest Quarterly, Talking River Review, and
other literary magazines.

Judith Powell is a retired social worker and an artist who seeks
to combine words and images, to create photographs that feel like
paintings, that tell stories, often wandering off the beaten path.
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Sarah Reichert (S.E. Reichert) is a poet, novelist, and blogger.

She manages The Beautiful Stuff Blog and her work has been
featured in Poetry Ireland Review, Rise: An Anthology of Change,
The Fort Collins Coloradoan, and Haunted Waters Press. In her
non-writing hours she is a mother and a karate instructor (and a
terrible excuse for a cat herder).

Corinna Schulenburg (she/her) is a queer trans artist/
activist committed to ensemble practice and social justice. She’s
a mother, a playwright, a poet, and a Creative Partner of Flux
Theatre Ensemble. Her poems appear in Arachne Press, Beaver
Magazine, Capsule Stories, Lost Pilots, Long Con, LUPERCALIA
Press, miniskirt magazine, Moist, Moonflake Press, Moss Puppy,
Oroboro, Okay Donkey, SHIFT, The Shore, The Westchester
Review, and more.

Al Shapiro is a nonfiction editor and writer. They are a grad
student at New York University and live in Brooklyn, New York.

Christine Stoddard is a Salvadoran-American writer, director,
performer, and multi-hyphenated artist. She is the founder of
Quail Bell Press & Productions. Her books include Heaven is
a Photograph, Naomi & The Reckoning, and Desert Fox by the
Sea, among other titles. Sirena’s Gallery is her first feature film.
Her work has been featured in The Brooklyn Rail, Ms. Magazine,
Portland Review, Cosmopolitan, Bustle, The Feminist Wire, The
Huffington Post, and beyond.
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Angela Sucich holds an MA in Literature from the University
of Colorado-Boulder and a PhD in Medieval Literature from the
University of Washington. She’s published one nonfiction book
on the history of a Seattle trade union (Seattle Publishing). Her
poetry has recently appeared in The Ekphrastic Review, Nimrod
International Journal, and Cave Wall. She was a finalist/honorable
mentione for both the Francine Ringold Award (2020) and the
Pablo Neruda Prize for Poetry (2021).

Alaura Vento graduated from the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst in 2002 and received a BA in English and Journalism.
She completed her MA in English with a specialization in Creative
Writing, Fiction at Iowa State University, where she was the
Fiction Editor of Flyway: A Literary Review. She currently works
and writes in Massachusetts. She has published in The Baltimore
Review, Rosebud, Eureka Literary Magazine (ELM), 101 Words,
and The Boston Globe.
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Mikaela Shea received her MFA in Fiction Writing from
Columbia College Chicago. She was a writer-in-residence at
Ragdale Foundation and has published stories in Midwestern
Gothic, Copperfield Review, Hypertext Magazine, and others.
Mikaela won the Editor's Choice Award for Fiction at Waypoints
Magazine and Superstition Review's First Page Contest. Mikaela is
currently looking for a home for her novel. She lives in Iowa with
her husband and three kids, @mikaelashea.

Megan Collins is the author of the novels The Family Plot,
Behind the Red Door, and The Winter Sister, which was a 2019
Book of the Month Club selection. She holds an MFA in Creative
Writing from Boston University and taught creative writing at the
high school and college levels for many years. A Pushcart Prize
and Best of the Net nominee, her work has appeared in many
journals, including Off the Coast, Spillway, and Tinderbox Poetry
Journal. (megancollins.com)

Erin Evans received her MFA in Poetry from the Vermont
College of Fine Arts. Her work was nominated for a 2018 AWP
Intro Journals Award, and she has attended the Bread Loaf Writers’
Conference. An avid photographer, she works and lives in Vermont

AJ Miller is a freelance editor and writer. Her stories (published
under various pen names) have appeared in SmokeLong Quarterly,
Every Day Fiction, Flash Flood Journal, and Outlook Springs.
Her work has been nominated for Best Small Fictions. She loves
supporting writers and the literary community. Over the years,
she's volunteered for many writing organizations and enjoys
reading all types of genres. She has spent a considerable amount
of time studying, writing, and editing flash fiction, a short form
that dazzles her. She's currently at work on a flash novella. AJ lives
in Florida with her husband, daughters, and two dogs. She can be
found on twitter @authorajmiller.

Meghan Evans received her MFA in Fiction from Sarah
Lawrence College. Her work has most recently appeared in the
Connecticut Literary Anthology. She lives and teaches creative
writing and literature in Connecticut.
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